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LOCALIZATION OF CERTAIN ODD-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS WITH TORUS
ACTIONS
CHEN HE
Abstract. Let torus T act on a compact smooth manifold M , if the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) is a free
module of H∗T (pt), then according to the Chang-Skjelbred Lemma, H
∗
T (M) can be determined by the 1-skeleton
M1 consisting of fixed points and 1-dimensional orbits. Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson considered the case
where M is an algebraic manifold and M1 is 2-dimensional, and introduced a graphic description of equivariant
cohomology. In this paper, we follow those ideas to consider the case where M is an odd-dimensional (possibly
non-orientable) manifold and M1 is 3-dimensional, and also give a graphic description of equivariant cohomology.
1. Introduction
Let torus T act on a compact smooth manifold M . The T -equivariant cohomology of M is defined using
the Borel construction H∗T (M) = H
∗((M ×ET )/T ), where ET = (S∞)dimT and the coefficient of cohomology
will always be Q throughout the paper. By this definition, if we denote t∗ as the dual Lie algebra of T , then
H∗T (pt) = H
∗(ET/T ) = H∗((CP∞)dimT ) = St∗ is a polynomial ring in dim T variables. The trivial map
M → pt induces a homomorphism H∗T (pt)→ H
∗
T (M) and gives H
∗
T (M) a H
∗
T (pt)-module structure.
For every point p ∈ M , its stabilizer is defined as Tp = {t ∈ T | t · p = p}, and its orbit is Op ∼= T/Tp.
If we set the i-th skeleton Mi = {p | dimOp 6 i}, then this gives an equivariant stratification M0 ⊆ M1 ⊆
· · · ⊆ MdimT = M on M , where the 0-skeleton M0 is exactly the fixed-point set M
T . If H∗T (M) is a free
H∗T (pt)-module, Chang and Skjelbred [CS74] proved that H
∗
T (M) only depends on the fixed-point set M
T and
1-skeleton M1:
H∗T (M)
∼= H∗T (M1) →֒ H
∗
T (M
T ).
The Chang-Skjelbred isomorphism enables one to describe the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) as a sub-ring
of H∗T (M
T ), subject to certain algebraic relations determined by the 1-skeleton M1. For example, Goresky,
Kottwitz and MacPherson [GKM98] considered torus actions on algebraic varieties when the fixed-point set
MT is finite and the 1-skeleton M1 is a union of spheres S
2. They proved that the cohomology H∗T (M) can
be described in terms of congruence relations on a graph determined by the 1-skeleton M1. Since then, various
GKM-type theorems were proved, for instance, by Brion [Br97] on equivariant Chow groups, by Knutson&Rosu
[KR03], Vezzosi&Vistoli [VV03] on equivariant K-theory, and by Guillemin&Holm [GH04] on Hamiltonian sym-
plectic manifold with non-isolated fixed points. Recent generalizations of GKM-type theorem are given by Go-
ertsches,Nozawa&To¨ben [GNT12] on Cohen-Macaulay actions on K-contact manifolds, and Goertsches&Mare
[GM14a] on non-abelian actions.
In this paper, we will try to develop a graphic description of equivariant cohomology for odd-dimensional
(possibly non-orientable) manifolds.
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2. Torus actions and equivariant cohomology
First we will recall some definitions and classical theorems regarding torus actions, equivariant cohomology.
2.1. Torus actions and isotropy weights. Throughout the paper, a manifold M is always assumed to be
smooth, compact and without boundary. Let torus T act on a manifoldM , we will denoteMT as the fixed-point
set. For any point p in a connected component C of MT , there is the isotropy representation of T on the
tangent space TpM , which splits into weighted spaces TpM = V0⊕V[α1]⊕· · ·⊕V[αr ] where the non-zero distinct
weights [α1], . . . , [αr] ∈ t
∗
Z
/±1 are determined only up to signs. Comparing with the tangent-normal splitting
TpM = TpC ⊕ NpC, we get that TpC = V0 and NpC = V[α1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ V[αr ]. Since NpC = V[α1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ V[αr ]
is of even dimension, the dimensions of M and components of MT will be of the same parity. If dimM is
even, the smallest possible components of MT could be isolated points. If dimM is odd, the smallest possible
components of MT could be isolated circles. Since T acts on the normal space NpC by rotation, this gives the
normal space NpC an orientation. Moreover, if M is oriented, then any connected component C of M
T has an
induced orientation.
For any subtorus K of T , we get two more actions automatically: the sub-action of K on M and the
residual action of T/K on MK .
2.2. Some basics of Equivariant cohomology. Given an action of torus T on M , comparing H∗T (M) with
H∗T (M
T ), the Borel Localization Theorem says:
Theorem 2.1 (Borel Localization Theorem). The restriction map
H∗T (M) −→ H
∗
T (M
T )
is a H∗T (pt)-module isomorphism modulo H
∗
T (pt)-torsion.
Inspired by this localization theorem, we can hope for more connections between the manifold M and its
fixed-point set MT , if H∗T (M) is actually H
∗
T (pt)-free.
Definition 2.2. An action of T on M is equivariantly formal if H∗T (M) is a free H
∗
T (pt)-module.
For equivariantly formal action, the Borel Localization Theorem gives an embedding ofH∗T (M) intoH
∗
T (M
T ).
Moreover, the image can be described as:
Theorem 2.3 (Chang-Skjelbred Lemma, [CS74]). If an action T y M is equivariantly formal, then the
equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) only depends on the fixed-point set M
T and 1-skeleton M1:
H∗T (M)
∼= H∗T (M1)
∼=
⋂(
Im
(
H∗T (M
K)→ H∗T (M
T )
))
where the intersection is taken over all corank-1 subtori K of T .
Remark 2.4. More general results, the Atiyah-Bredon long exact sequence, appeared earlier in Atiyah’s 1971
lecture notes [A74] for equivariant K-theory and later in Bredon [B74] for equivariant cohomology.
A direct consequence of the Borel Localization Theorem 2.1 for equivariantly formal group action is:
Corollary 2.5 (Existence of fixed points). If an action T yM is equivariantly formal, then the fixed-point set
MT is non-empty.
Proof. According to the Borel Localization Theorem 2.1, the H∗T (M
T ) will be of the same non-zero H∗T (pt)-rank
as H∗T (M). Therefore, M
T is non-empty. 
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Using the techniques of spectral sequences, equivariant formality amounts to the degeneracy at E2 level of
the Leray-Serre sequence of the fibration M →֒ (M × ET )/T → BT .
In the case of torus action, there is a useful criterion for equivariant formality.
Theorem 2.6 (Cohomology inequality and equivariant formality, [AP93] pp. 210 Thm3.10.4). If a torus T acts
on M , then
∑
dimH∗(MT ) 6
∑
dimH∗(M), where equality holds if and only if the action is equivariantly
formal.
A sufficient condition for equivariant formality is that
Corollary 2.7. If a T -manifold M has a T -invariant Morse-Bott function f such that Crit(f) = MT , then it
is equivariantly formal.
Proof. The cohomology H∗(M) can be computed from Morse-Bott-Witten cochain complex generated on the
critical submanifold Crit(f). Hence
∑
dimH∗(MT ) =
∑
dimH∗(Crit(f)) >
∑
dimH∗(M). The above
Theorem 2.6 says this inequality is actually an equality and hence the T -manifoldM is equivariantly formal. 
Example 2.8. When M is equipped with a symplectic form, a Hamiltonian T -action and a moment map
µ : M → t∗, then µξ gives a Morse-Bott function for any generic ξ ∈ t and has Crit(µξ) = MT , therefore M is
T -equivariantly formal.
Restricting to any subtorus K of T acting on M , we get
Proposition 2.9 (Inheritance of equivariant formality). An action T yM is equivariantly formal if and only
if for any subtorus K of T , both the sub-action K yM and the residual action T/K yMK are equivariantly
formal.
Proof. Notice that after choosing a subtorus K, the three actions of T on M , K on M and T/K on MK give
us the sequence of inequalities∑
dimH∗(MT ) 6
∑
dimH∗(MK) 6
∑
dimH∗(M).
Thus, we see that the equality
∑
dimH∗(MT ) =
∑
dimH∗(M) holds if and only if both of the two interme-
diate equalities
∑
dimH∗(MT ) =
∑
dimH∗(MK) and
∑
dimH∗(MK) =
∑
dimH∗(M) hold, which is just a
restatement of the proposition. 
Combining the Proposition 2.9 on inheritance of equivariant formality with the Corollary 2.5 on existence of
fixed points, we get the inheritance of fixed points:
Corollary 2.10 (Inheritance of fixed points). If an action T yM is equivariantly formal, then for any subtorus
K of T , every connected component of MK has T -fixed points.
Proof. By the inheritance of equivariant formality, the residual action of T/K on any connected component C
of MK is also equivariantly formal. Then by the existence of fixed points, CT = CT/K is non-empty. 
3. GKM theory in even dimension
Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson[GKM98] originally considered their theory for certain class of torus
actions on algebraic manifolds. Their ideas can be applied for a larger class of torus actions on (possibly
non-orientable) even-dimensional manifolds.
When an action T y M is equivariantly formal, a simple application of the Borel Localization Theorem
2.1 implies the non-emptiness of the fixed-point set MT . Then the Chang-Skjelbred isomorphism H∗T (M)
∼=
H∗T (M1)
∼=
⋂(
Im
(
H∗T (M
K) → H∗T (M
T )
))
says that one can study the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) by
understanding
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(1) The fixed-point set MT .
(2) The 1-skeleton M1.
3.1. GKM condition in even dimension. To apply the Chang-Skjelbred Lemma, Goresky, Kottwitz and
MacPherson[GKM98] considered the smallest possible fixed-point set MT and 1-skeleton M1.
Definition 3.1 (GKM condition in even dimension). An action T yM2n is GKM if
(1) The fixed-point set MT consists of non-empty isolated points.
(2) The 1-skeletonM1 is of dimension 2. Or equivalently, at each fixed point p ∈M
T , the non-zero weights
[α1], . . . , [αn] ∈ t
∗
Z
/±1 of the isotropy T -representation T y TpM are pair-wise linearly independent.
From the condition (1), we get H∗T (M
T ) = ⊕p∈MT St
∗.
From the condition (2), at each fixed point p, we get pair-wise independent weights [α1], . . . , [αn] ∈ t
∗
Z
/±1 of
the isotropy T -representation. If we denote Tαi as the subtorus of T with Lie sub-algebra tαi = Kerαi, then
the component C[αi] of M
Tαi containing p will be of dimension 2 with the residual action of the circle T/Tαi,
i.e. a non-trivial S1-action on 2-dimensional surface with non-empty isolated fixed points.
3.2. Geometry and cohomology of 2d S1-manifolds. According the classification of 2-dimensional compact
S1-manifolds with non-empty fixed points, there are two such manifolds.
Lemma 3.2 (see [Au04] pp. 20). If S1 acts effectively on a surface M with non-empty isolated fixed points,
then M is
• S2 with two fixed points
• RP 2 with one fixed point, and an exceptional orbit S1/(Z/2Z)
where RP 2 as the Z/2Z quotient of S2, has the induced S1-action from S2.
Using equivariant Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we see that the S1-actions on S2 and RP 2 are both equivariantly
formal, with equivariant cohomology
H∗S1(S
2) =
{
(fN , fS) ∈ Q[u]⊕Q[u] | fN (0) = fS(0)
}
H∗S1(RP
2) = Q[u].
Transferring to the T -action on S2 or RP 2 with subtorus Tα acting trivially and the residual circle T/Tα
acting equivariantly formally, the equivariant cohomology is
H∗T (S
2
[α]) = H
∗
T/Tα
(S2[α])⊗H
∗
Tα(pt)
=
{
(fN , fS) ∈ St
∗ ⊕ St∗ | fN ≡ fS mod α
}
H∗T (RP
2
[α]) = St
∗
giving relations of elements of H∗T (M) expressed in terms of H
∗
T (M
T ).
3.3. GKM graph and GKM theorem in even dimension. In the 1-skeleton M1, each S
2 has two fixed
points, and each RP 2 has one fixed point. This observation leads to a graphic representation of the relation
among MT and M1.
Definition 3.3 (GKM graph in even dimension). The GKM graph of a GKM action T yM2n consists of
Vertices: There are two types of vertices
•: for each fixed point in MT
Empty dot: for each RP 2 ∈M1
Edges&Weights: A solid edge with weight [α] for each S2[α] joining two •’s representing its two fixed
points, and a dotted edge with weight [β] for each RP 2[β] joining a • to an empty dot.
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Remark 3.4. By the GKM condition 3.1, a fixed point has exactly n pair-wise linearly independent weights.
Thus each •, representing a fixed point, is joined by exactly n edges to •’s or empty dots. Note that each empty
dot belongs to a unique RP 2 and will have exactly one edge joining it to the fixed point of that RP 2. See
Figure 1.
[α1]
[α2]
[αn−1]
[αn]
Figure 1. Each • has exactly n edges
Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson [GKM98] originally gave graphic descriptions for certain class of algebraic
manifolds with torus actions. Goertsches and Mare [GM14a] observed that those ideas also work for certain
class of non-orientable even-dimensional manifolds with torus action.
Theorem 3.5 (GKM theorem in even dimension, [GKM98] pp. 26 Thm1.2.2, [GM14a] pp. 7 Thm3.6). If the
action of a torus T on a (possibly non-orientable) manifold M2n is equivariantly formal and GKM, then we
can construct its GKM graph G, with vertex set V = MT and weighted edge set E, such that the equivariant
cohomology has a graphic description
H∗T (M) =
{
f : V → St∗ | fp ≡ fq mod α for each solid edge pq with weight α in E
}
.
Proof. Combining Chang-Skjelbred Lemma and and the equivariant cohomology of S2 and RP 2, we get the
GKM theorem. 
Remark 3.6. The RP 2’s in the 1-skeleton M1 don’t contribute to the congruence relations. We can erase all
the dotted edges in the GKM graph, and call the remaining graph as the effective GKM graph.
Remark 3.7. Note that in this paper we are working in Q coefficients. However, if we want to get a GKM-type
theorem for much subtler coefficients like Z, the RP 2’s in the 1-skeleton M1 and their corresponding dotted
edges in the GKM graph are as crucial as the S2’s and their corresponding solid edges.
Remark 3.8. IfM2n has a T -invariant stable almost complex structure, then the isotropy weights α1, . . . , αn ∈ t
∗
Z
are determined with signs, and its GKM graph can be made into a directed graph. Moreover, as explained by
Guillemin and Zara [GZ01], there is a set of congruence relations between the bouquets of isotropy weights for
each edge, and called the connection of the GKM graph.
Remark 3.9. We have assumedM to be connected, then it is easy to see the graph G is also connected. Generally,
if M is not connected, then the number of connected components of M is same as the number of connected
components of G.
Example 3.10. Toric manifolds are GKM manifolds.
Example 3.11. For the sphere S2n, we use the coordinates (x, z1, . . . , zn) where x is a real variable, zi’s are
complex variables. Let T n act on S2n by (eiθ1 , . . . , eiθn) · (x, z1, . . . , zn) = (x, e
iθ1z1, . . . , e
iθnzn) with fixed-
point set (S2n)T
n
= {(±1, 0, . . . , 0)}. Since dimH∗((S2n)T
n
) = 2 = dimH∗(S2n), the T n action on S2n is
equivariantly formal by the Formality Criterion Theorem 2.6. Let α1, . . . , αn be the standard integral basis of
t
∗
Z
= Zn, then each fixed point has the unsigned isotropy weights [α1], . . . , [αn]. This means the action is GKM
and the GKM graph consists of two vertices with n edges weighted [α1], . . . , [αn] joining them. The equivariant
cohomology is then H∗Tn(S
2n) = {(f, g) ∈ St∗ ⊕ St∗ | f ≡ g mod
∏n
i=1 αi}.
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Example 3.12. RP 2n as the quotient of S2n by the Z/2Z action epii · (x, z1, . . . , zn) = (−x,−z1, . . . ,−zn)
also inherits a T n-action from that on S2n, discussed in previous section. The fixed-point set is (RP 2n)T
n
=
{(±1, 0, . . . , 0)}/(Z/2Z), a single point. Since dimH∗((RP 2n)T
n
) = 1 = dimH∗(RP 2n), the T n action on RP 2n
is equivariantly formal by the Formality Criterion Theorem 2.6 with the unsigned isotropy weights [α1], . . . , [αn]
at the only fixed point. This means the action is GKM and the GKM graph consists of a single vertex with
n dotted edges weighted [α1], . . . , [αn], and the effective GKM graph is a single vertex without edges. The
equivariant cohomology is then H∗Tn(RP
2n) = St∗. This example has been considered in [GM14a].
3.4. GKM covering. Let M˜2n → M2n be a T -equivariant finite covering with deck transformation group Γ.
If the T -action on M˜ is equivariantly formal and GKM, then according to the even-dimensional GKM theorem
3.5, the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M˜) concentrates on even degrees, so does its ordinary cohomology H
∗(M˜).
Since H∗(M) ∼= H∗(M˜)Γ, the ordinary cohomology H∗(M) also concentrates on even degrees, which means
the T -action on M is equivariantly formal. The isotropy weights at T -fixed points of M are inherited from M˜ ,
hence the T -action on M is also GKM.
Restricting the covering to fixed points and 1-skeleta
Γ −→M˜T −→MT
Γ −→M˜1 −→M1.
Definition 3.13 (Covering/quotient of GKM graphs). Denoting G˜, G as the GKM graphs of the GKM covering
Γ→ M˜2n →M2n, we can view the GKM graph G as G˜/Γ in the following sense:
• the Γ-orbits of • vertices in G˜ one-to-one correspond to the • vertices in G
• the free Γ-orbits of solid edges in G˜ one-to-one correspond to solid edges in G
• the Γ-orbits of empty vertices and dotted edges in G˜ form part of the empty vertices and dotted edges
in G
• the non-free Γ-orbits of solid edges in G˜ form the remaining empty vertices and dotted edges in G.
Remark 3.14. We have the identification of cohomology H∗T (M)
∼= H∗(G) ∼= H∗(G˜)Γ ∼= H∗T (M˜)
Γ, where
H∗(G), H∗(G˜) are the sets of solutions of congruence relations on GKM graphs G, G˜.
Remark 3.15. The above definition makes sense for covering/quotient of abstract GKM graphs that do not
necessarily come from actual GKM manifolds.
As an application of the notion of GKM covering, we can revisit Guillemin-Holm-Zara’s [GHZ06] GKM
descriptions for certain nice class of homogeneous spaces, and Guillemin-Sabatini-Zara’s [GSZ12] notion of
GKM bundles.
Theorem 3.16 ([GHZ06] pp. 28 Thm 2.8). Let G be a compact 1-connected semisimple Lie group with a
maximal torus T , and let K be a connected closed subgroup of G with the same rank. The natural left action
T y G/K is GKM with the GKM graph ΓG/K such that
(1) The vertices are WG/WK .
(2) The edges at any [w] ∈WG/WK are
[w] [wσα]
wα
for all α ∈ △+G r△
+
K.
Theorem 3.17 ([GSZ12] pp. 39 Thm 4.1). Let G be a connected semisimple complex Lie group with a maximal
torus T , and let P1 ⊆ P2 be two parabolic subgroups of G. The T -equivariant fiber bundle
P2/P1 −→ G/P1 −→ G/P2
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induces a fiber bundle of GKM graphs
ΓP2/P1 −→ ΓG/P1 −→ ΓG/P2 .
The assumptions of G,K,P1, P2 being connected, 1-connected and semisimple are not essential, as Guillemin,
Holm and Zara suggested dropping that assumption using covering space arguments.
We can supply more details as follows. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, K be a closed subgroup
of the same rank r, and T a maximal torus with the natural left action T y G/K. Let Gss be the maximal
connected semisimple subgroup of G. Suppose Gss has rank s and denote G˜ss as the universal covering of Gss,
then there is a finite central covering
π : T r−s × G˜ss −→ G.
The preimage π−1(K) has full rank in T r−s × G˜ss, hence projects onto T
r−s. Therefore π−1(K) = T r−s ×K ′
for a subgroup K ′ of G˜ss. We have the isomorphisms
G˜ss/K
′ ∼= T r−s × G˜ss/T
r−s ×K ′ = π−1(G)/π−1(K) ∼= G/K.
Let K ′0 be the identity component of K
′, we have the T -equivariant covering
G˜ss/K
′
0 −→ G˜ss/K
′ ∼= G/K
with deck transformation group K ′/K ′0. This covering restricts to the level of 1-skeleta and gives a covering
between GKM graphs
ΓG˜ss/K′0
−→ ΓG/K
with deck transformation group K ′/K ′0. Therefore the GKM graph ΓG/K can be viewed as a quotient graph of
ΓG˜ss/K′0
in the sense of Definition 3.13.
Now, Theorem 3.16 and 3.17 can be stated for more general case.
Corollary 3.18. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with a maximal torus T , and let K be a closed
subgroup of G with the same rank. The natural left action T y G/K is GKM with the GKM graph ΓG/K such
that
• The vertices are WG/WK .
• The S2-edges at any [w] ∈WG/WK are
[w] [wσα]
wα
for all α ∈ △+G r△
+
K with σα 6∈ WK .
• The RP 2-edges at any [w] ∈WG/WK are
[w]
wβ
for all β ∈ △+G r△
+
K with σβ ∈WK .
Example 3.19. Denote Gk(R
n), G˜k(R
n) as the real and oriented Grassmannians of k-dimensional subspaces
in n-dimensional real spaces. Then there is a natural Z2-cover Z2 → G˜k(R
n)→ Gk(R
n). When these real and
oriented Grassmannians are even-dimensional, then they are equipped with canonical torus actions, which can be
shown to be equivariantly formal and GKM and commute with the Z2-cover. For example, the following Figure 2
shows the GKM graphs of even-dimensional Grassmannians G˜2(R
5), G2(R
5) under a canonical T 2-action.
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v1+ v1−
v2+
v2−
[α2 − α1]
[α2 + α1] [α2 − α1]
[α2 + α1]
[α1]
[α2]
(a) GKM graph of G˜2(R
5)
v1 v2
[α2 − α1]
[α2 + α1]
[α1] [α2]
(b) GKM graph of G2(R
5)
Figure 2. GKM graphs of some even-dim real and oriented Grassmannians
The details for computing equivariant cohomology rings of even-dimensional real and oriented Grassmannians
using Theorem 3.5 can be found in [He].
Corollary 3.20. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with a maximal torus T , and let K1 ⊆ K2 be two
closed subgroups of G with the same rank. Suppose K2/K1 is connected, the T -equivariant fiber bundle
K2/K1 −→ G/K1 −→ G/K2
induces a fiber bundle of GKM graphs
ΓK2/K1 −→ ΓG/K1 −→ ΓG/K2
where the GKM graphs should be understood in the sense of Proposition 3.18.
4. A GKM-type theorem in odd dimension
With the even-dimensional GKM theory well established, it is natural to ask whether there is a parallel odd-
dimensional analogue. Goertsches, Nozawa and To¨ben [GNT12] developed a GKM-type theory for a certain
class of Cohen-Macaulay torus actions, including an application to certain K-contact manifolds. In this paper,
we will introduce a GKM-type localization result for odd-dimensional possibly non-orientable manifolds.
4.1. GKM condition in odd dimension. As we have seen in the even-dimensional case, the essence of
GKM theory is to find an ideal condition for the application of Change-Skjelbred Lemma 2.3. Here is the
odd-dimensional version of the GKM condition:
Definition 4.1 (GKM (Minimal 1-skeleton) condition in odd dimension). An action T yM2n+1 is GKM (or
has minimal 1-skeleton) if
(1) The fixed-point set MT consists of non-empty isolated circles.
(2) The 1-skeleton M1 is of dimension 3. Or equivalently, along each fixed circle γ ⊂ M
T , the non-
zero weights [α1], . . . , [αn] ∈ t
∗
Z
/±1 of the isotropy T -representation T y TγM are pair-wise linearly
independent.
From the condition (1), the fixed-point set MT consists of circles γ’s. We can fix a unit orientation form θγ
for each circle, and write
H∗T (M
T ) = ⊕γ⊂MT
(
H∗T (pt)⊗H
∗(S1γ)
)
= ⊕γ⊂MT
(
St∗ ⊕ St∗θγ
)
.
From the condition (2), similar to the even-dimensional case, along each fixed circle γ ⊂ MT , we get pair-
wise independent weights [α1], . . . , [αn] ∈ t
∗
Z
/±1 of the isotropy T -representation. If we denote Tαi to be the
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subtorus of T with Lie sub-algebra tαi = Kerαi, then the component C[αi] of M
Tαi containing γ will be of
dimension 3 with the residual action of the circle T/Tαi, i.e. a non-trivial S
1-action on 3-dimensional manifold
with non-empty isolated fixed points.
4.2. Geometry and cohomology of 3d S1-manifolds. 3-dimensional S1-manifolds without fixed points
were classified by Seifert, hence are named as Seifert manifolds. The case of 3-dimensional S1-manifolds with
or without fixed points, also called generalized Seifert manifolds, were classified by Orlik and Raymond.
Briefly speaking, the equivariant diffeomorphism type of a 3-dimensional S1-manifold M3 is determined by
the orbifold type of its quotient spaceM/S1, the numeric data of the Seifert fibres over orbifold points ofM/S1,
and the orbifold Euler number of the “fibration” M →M/S1.
Let’s denote ǫ and g as the orientability and genus of the orbifold surfaceM/S1, f as the number of connected
components in the fixed-point setMS
1
, s as the number of connected components inMZ/2 whose normal spaces
have the isotropy actions Z2
reflect
y R, and (µi, νi) as pairs of Seifert invariants for connected components in
MZ/µi whose normal spaces have the isotropy actions Zµi
rotate
y R2.
Theorem 4.2 (Orlik-Raymond classification of closed S1-manifolds, [Ra68, OR68]). Let S1 act effectively and
smoothly on a closed, connected smooth 3d manifold M . Then the orbit invariants{
b; (ǫ, g, f, s); (m1, n1), . . . , (mr, nr)
}
subject to certain conditions, determine M up to equivariant diffeomorphisms. Conversely, any such set of
invariants can be realized as a closed 3d manifold with an effective S1-action.
The proof of this theorem is by equivariant cutting and pasting, and furthermore inspires one to compute
its equivariant cohomology using Mayer-Vietoris sequences and classify equivariantly formal S1-actions on 3d
manifolds.
Theorem 4.3 (Equivariant formal 3d S1-manifold, [He17] pp. 258 Thm 4.8). A closed 3d S1-manifold M ={
b; (ǫ, g, f, s); (m1, n1), . . . , (mr, nr)
}
is S1-equivariantly formal if and only if f > 0, b = 0 and one of the
following three constraints holds 

ǫ = o, g = 0, s = 0
ǫ = o, g = 0, s = 1
ǫ = n, g = 1, s = 0.
Moreover, in the orientable case of ǫ = o, g = 0, s = 0, the equivariant cohomology H∗S1(M) has the
expression:
f∑
i=1
(
Pi(u) +Qi(u)θi
)
∈ ⊕i
(
Q[u]⊗H∗(γi)
)
where Pi, Qi ∈ Q[u] are polynomials, under the relations:
P1(0) = P2(0) = · · · = Pf (0) and
f∑
i=1
Qi(0) = 0.
In the both non-orientable cases of ǫ = o, g = 0, s = 1 and ǫ = n, g = 1, s = 0, the equivariant cohomology
H∗S1(M) has the expression:
f∑
i=1
(
Pi(u) +Qi(u)θi
)
∈ ⊕i
(
Q[u]⊗H∗(γi)
)
where Pi, Qi ∈ Q[u] are polynomials, under the relations:
P1(0) = P2(0) = · · · = Pf (0).
Transferring to a T -action on M3 with subtorus Tα acting trivially and the residual circle T/Tα acting
equivariantly formally, then we have
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(1) when M is orientable, the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M
3
[α]) can be given as:
f∑
i=1
(
Pi +Qiθi
)
∈ ⊕i
(
St∗ ⊗H∗(γi)
)
where Pi, Qi ∈ St
∗ are polynomials, under the relations:
(†) P1 ≡ P2 ≡ · · · ≡ Pf and
f∑
i=1
Qi ≡ 0 mod α.
(2) when M is non-orientable, the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M
3
[α]) can be given as:
f∑
i=1
(
Pi +Qiθi
)
∈ ⊕i
(
St∗ ⊗H∗(γi)
)
where Pi, Qi ∈ St
∗ are polynomials, under the relations:
(‡) P1 ≡ P2 ≡ · · · ≡ Pf mod α.
4.3. 1-skeleton graph and a GKM-type theorem in odd dimension. Similar to the original even-
dimensional GKM theory, we will construct GKM graphs for odd-dimensional GKM manifolds and give a
graph-theoretic computation of their equivariant cohomology.
In the even-dimensional orientable case, the unique 2d S1-manifold with fixed points is the sphere S2 with
exactly 2 fixed points. Each of such sphere gives rise to an edge connecting the 2 fixed points in GKM graphs.
However, in odd dimension, as we have seen in the previous discussion on 3d S1-manifold with fixed points,
there could be any positive number of fixed components, in contrast to the exactly 2 fixed points of S2. Due to
this difference, the construction of graph in odd dimension will be slightly more complicated.
Definition 4.4 (1-skeleton/GKM graph in odd dimension). The 1-skeleton/GKM graph for a GKM action
T yM2n+1 consists of
Vertices: There will be two types of vertices.
◦ for each fixed circle γ ⊂MT .
 for each 3d connected component C3[α] in M
Tα of some subtorus Tα of codimension 1.
Edges&Weights: An edge joins a (, C) to a (◦, γ), if the 3d manifold C contains the fixed circle γ and
hence is a connected component of MTα for an isotropy weight [α] of γ. The  is then weighted with
[α]. There are no edges directly joining ◦ to ◦, nor  to .
Remark 4.5. By the odd-dimensional minimal 1-skeleton condition 4.1, a fixed circle has exactly n pair-wise
independent weights. Thus each ◦, representing a fixed circle, is joined by exactly n edges to n ’s. Notice that
C as a connected component of MTα , can contain any positive number of fixed circles, thus can be joined by
any positive number of edges to ◦’s (Figure 3).
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[α1]
[α2]
[αn−1]
[αn]
(a) ◦ with exactly n neighbour ’s
[α]
(b)  with any positive number of neighbour ◦’s
Figure 3. Neighbourhoods of the two types of vertices
Let’s describe a GKM-type theorem for the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M
2n+1) in a graph-theoretic way.
First, we need to fix in advance an orientation θi for each fixed circle γi ⊆ M
T , and also fix an orientation for
each orientable connected component C[α] ⊆M1.
Theorem 4.6. If the action of a torus T on (possibly non-orientable) manifold M2n+1 is equivariantly formal
and GKM, then we can construct its GKM graph Γ, with two types of vertex sets V◦ and V and edge set E.
An element of the equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) can be written as:
(P,Qθ) : V◦ −→ St
∗ ⊕ St∗θ
where θ is the generator of H1(S1), under the relations that for each  representing a 3d component N of some
MT[α] and the neighbour ◦’s representing the fixed circles C1, . . . , Ck on this component,
• if N is non-orientable,
PC1 ≡ PC2 ≡ · · · ≡ PCk mod α
• if N is orientable,
PC1 ≡ PC2 ≡ · · · ≡ PCk and
k∑
i=1
±QCi ≡ 0 mod α
where the sign for each QCi is specified by comparing the prechosen orientation θi with the induced
orientation of N on Ci.
Proof. The odd-dimensional GKM condition 4.1 implies that the fixed-point setMT is a union of isolated circles,
and that the 1-skeleton M1 is a union of 3d manifolds with residual circle actions and non-empty fixed-point
sets. The equivariant formality enables one to apply the Chang-Skjelbred Lemma.
The equivariant cohomology H∗T (M) is embedded in H
∗
T (M
T ) = ⊕γ⊂MT
(
St∗ ⊗H∗(γ)
)
. In other words, to
each fixed circle γ which is represented as a ◦ ∈ V◦, we associate a pair of polynomials (Pγ , Qγθγ) ∈ St
∗⊗H∗(γ).
By the Proposition 2.9 on inheritance of equivariant formality, every 3d T/Tα-component C, represented by
a  ∈ V, is also equivariantly formal. Then we can use the Classification Theorem 4.3 of equivariantly formal
S1-actions on closed 3d manifolds, and the relations (†), (‡) therein.
The only modifications are the signs in
∑k
i=1±Qγi. Notice that in the Theorem 4.3, the orientation forms θγ
are chosen to be compatible with the orientation of the component C ⊂MTα , such that the isotropy weight of γ
is exactly 1 under the residual S1 = T/Tα-action, or equivalently with weight α under the T -action. However, if
we have chosen orientations in advance for the fixed circles γ, then we need to adjust signs in the relation (†) for
the difference of the chosen orientations and compatible orientations. Because of the prechoice of orientations
of γ, we can drop the subscript and simply write θ universally as the orientation form for every γ. 
Remark 4.7. If we reverse the prechosen orientation on a γi ⊆ M
T , then we just replace Qγi by −Qγi. If we
reverse the prechosen orientation on an orientable component C ofMTα ⊆M1, then we just replace
∑k
i=1±Qγi
by
∑k
i=1∓Qγi. Therefore, different choices of orientations give isomorphic equivariant cohomology.
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Remark 4.8. Since the orientable and non-orientable 3d components in the 1-skeleton M1 contribute different
types of congruence relations, it is necessary to keep track of the orientability of these components.
Remark 4.9. To describe the St∗-algebra structure, it is convenient to write an element (P,Qθ) as (Pγ +
Qγθ)γ⊂MT . We have (Pγ +Qγθ)γ⊂MT + (P¯γ + Q¯γθ)γ⊂MT = ([Pγ + P¯γ ] + [Qγ + Q¯γ ]θ)γ⊂MT , and note θ
2 = 0,
then (Pγ +Qγθ)γ⊂MT·(P¯γ + Q¯γθ)γ⊂MT = ([Pγ P¯γ ] + [PγQ¯γ + P¯γQγ ]θ)γ⊂MT . For any polynomial R ∈ St∗, we
have R·(Pγ +Qγθ)γ⊂MT = (RPγ +RQγθ)γ⊂MT .
4.4. Examples. Next, we will give some examples of odd-dimensional GKM manifolds and apply the Theorem
4.6 to describe equivariant cohomology with help of graphs.
Example 4.10. All the 3d S1-equivariantly formal manifolds, that we used in Theorem 4.3, are the build-
ing blocks of the odd-dimensional GKM theory. For any S1-equivariantly formal orientable manifold M3 ={
g = 0, ǫ = o, f > 0, s = 0, (µ1, ν1), . . . , (µr, νr)
}
, the 1-skeleton graph (Figure 4) consists of one -vertex,
representing the manifold M , with f > 0 edges of weight 1 joining to f ◦-vertices, representing the f fixed
circles.
[α]
γ1
γ2
γf−1
γf
Figure 4. 1-skeleton Graph of a 3d S1-equivariantly formal manifold
The equivariant cohomology is H∗S1(M) =
{
(P1, Q1θ; . . . ;Pf , Qfθ) ∈ (Q[u] ⊕ Q[u]θ)
⊕f | P1(0) = · · · =
Pf (0),
∑f
i=1Qi(0) = 0
}
. For any S1-equivariantly formal non-orientable manifold M3 =
{
g = 0, ǫ = o, f >
0, s = 1, (µ1, ν1), . . . , (µr, νr)
}
or
{
g = 1, ǫ = n, f > 0, s = 0, (µ1, ν1), . . . , (µr, νr)
}
, the GKM graph is the
same as the case of oriented case, but the equivariant cohomology is H∗S1(M) =
{
(P1, Q1θ; . . . ;Pf , Qfθ) ∈
(Q[u]⊕Q[u]θ)⊕f | P1(0) = · · · = Pf (0)
}
.
Example 4.11. For the sphere S2n+1, we use the coordinates (z0, z1, . . . , zn) where zi’s are complex variables.
Let T n act on S2n+1 by (eiθ1 , . . . , eiθn)·(z0, z1, . . . , zn) = (z0, e
iθ1z1, . . . , e
iθnzn) with fixed-point set (S
2n+1)T
n
=
{(z1, 0, . . . , 0) | |z1| = 1} ∼= S
1. Since
∑
dimH∗((S2n+1)T
n
) = 2 =
∑
dimH∗(S2n+1), the T n action on S2n+1
is equivariantly formal by the Formality Criterion Theorem 2.6. Let α1, . . . , αn be the standard integral basis of
t
∗
Z
= Zn, then the unique fixed circle has the unsigned isotropy weights [α1], . . . , [αn]. This means the action is
GKM and the 1-skeleton graph (Figure 5) consists of one ◦-vertex with n edges weighted [α1], . . . , [αn] joining
to n -vertices.
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[α1]
[α2]
[αn]
Figure 5. 1-skeleton Graph of S2n+1
The equivariant cohomology is then H∗Tn(S
2n+1) = {(P,Qθ) ∈ St∗ ⊕ St∗θ | Q ≡ 0 mod
∏n
i=1 αi}.
Example 4.12. The Lens space Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln), where m > 1, l1, . . . , ln are positive integers with the great-
est common divisor 1, is defined as the quotient of a Z/mZ action on S2n+1: e2pii/m · (z0, z1, . . . , zn) =
(z0, e
2pil1i/mz1, . . . , e
2pilni/mzn). Since the T
n action on S2n+1 in the previous example commutes with the
Z/mZ action, the Lens space Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln), as a quotient of S
2n+1 by Z/mZ, inherits an induced ef-
fective T n action. The fixed-point set is a single circle {(z1, 0, . . . , 0) | |z1| = 1} with isotropy weights
[α1], . . . , [αn], hence the T
n action on Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln) is GKM. Moreover, we still have the formality crite-
rion
∑
dimH∗(Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln)
Tn) = 2 =
∑
dimH∗(Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln)). The 1-skeleton graph (Figure 6) of a
Lens space is the same as S2n+1.
[α1]
[α2]
[αn]
Figure 6. 1-skeleton Graph of a (2n+ 1)-dim Lens space
Thus the equivariant cohomology is againH∗Tn(Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln)) = {(P,Qθ) ∈ St
∗⊕St∗θ | Q ≡ 0 mod
∏n
i=1 αi}.
Remark 4.13. We can equip S2n+1 with the standard contact form Θ = x0dy0 − y0dx0 + x1dy1 − y1dx1 + · · ·+
xndyn − yndxn where xj + iyj = zj and the induced contact form on Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln). Note the contact form
is invariant under the T n action used in previous two examples and one can define moment maps for each
generating vector field ∂∂θj of the torus T
n as Θ( ∂∂θj ) = x
2
j + y
2
j . The hyperplane bundle (KerΘ, ω = dΘ) is
symplectic and hence is a complex vector bundle. This gives T n-invariant stable almost complex structure on
S2n+1 and Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln), so that the weights α1, . . . , αn are determined with signs.
Remark 4.14. Since we are usingQ-coefficient and the ordinary cohomologyH∗(Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln),Q) ∼= H
∗(S2n+1,Q),
of course we should expect H∗Tn(Lm(1, l1, . . . , ln),Q)
∼= H∗Tn(S
2n+1,Q) for equivariant cohomology.
Example 4.15. Take a product of an even-dimensional T k-equivariantly formal, GKM manifold M2m and an
odd-dimensional T l-equivariantly formal, GKM manifold N2n+1. The new 2(m+ n) + 1-dimensional manifold
M × N under the product action of T k × T l is also equivariantly formal and GKM. We can construct a
GKM graph for M × N out of the graphs of M and N . For example, let’s try N = S1, and M an even-
dimensional, stable almost complex manifold with a T k-action. Then the GKM graph for T k action on M ×S1
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is obtained by replacing the •-vertices of the graph of M into ◦-vertices and inserting a -vertex at the center
of each edge of the graph of M . Since the weights of the standard S1-action on S2 at the two poles are 1
and −1, the weights of the T -action on the S2[α] at the two poles N,S are α and −α, so are the weights of
the T -action on the S2[α] × S
1 at the two fixed circles {N} × S1, {S} × S1. This means that in the relation
(†), we get QN − QS ≡ 0 mod α, i.e. QN ≡ QS mod α. If we denote EM as the set of edges of the
GKM graph of M , then certainly H∗T (M × S
1) =
{
(P,Qθ) : V → St∗ ⊕ St∗θ | Px ≡ Py and Qx ≡ Qy
mod α for each edge xy with weight [α] in EM
}
= H∗T (M)⊗H
∗(S1).
Example 4.16. The odd-dimensional real and oriented GrassmanniansG2k+1(R
2n+2), G˜2k+1(R
2n+2) are equipped
with certain canonical T n-actions, which can be shown to be equivariantly formal and GKM and commute with
the Z2-cover Z2 → G˜k(R
n) → Gk(R
n). It turns out that the 1-skeleton graphs of odd-dimensional real and
oriented Grassmannians are the same, and are closely related with the GKM graph of a canonical T n-action on
G2k(R
2n).
For example, the odd-dimensional Grassmannians G˜3(R
6), G3(R
6) under a canonical T 2-action have the
1-skeleton graphs (Figure 7) with 2 fixed circles:
C˜1 C˜2
[α2 + α1]
[α2 − α1]
[α1]
[α2]
[α1]
[α2]
(a) 1-skeleton Graph of G˜3(R
6)
C1 C2
[α2 + α1]
[α2 − α1]
[α1]
[α2]
[α1]
[α2]
(b) 1-skeleton Graph of G3(R
6)
Figure 7. 1-skeleton Graphs of odd-dim real and oriented Grassmannians
By Theorem 4.6, every equivariant cohomology class of G˜3(R
6), G3(R
6) is a tuple (f1, g1θ; f2, g2θ) where
fi, gi ∈ Q[α1, α2] and satisfy the congruence relations:

f1 ≡ f2 g1 ≡ g2 mod α2 + α1
f1 ≡ f2 g1 ≡ g2 mod α2 − α1
g1 ≡ 0 g2 ≡ 0 mod α1
g1 ≡ 0 g2 ≡ 0 mod α2.
The last two congruence relations mean that we can write g1 = h1α1α2, g2 = h2α1α2 for h1, h2 ∈ Q[α1, α2].
Since α1α2 is coprime with α2 ±α1, plugging the h-expressions of g1, g2 into the first two congruence relations,
we see the h1, h2 share the same congruence relations with f1, f2, which can be shown to be exactly the
congruence relations of G2(R
4). Therefore the correspondence (f1, g1θ; f2, g2θ) 7→ (f1, f2;h1α1α2θ, h2α1α2θ)
gives an isomorphism H∗T 2(G3(R
6)) ∼= H∗T 2(G2(R
4))[r]/r2 where r = α1α2θ is of degree 5.
The details of solving the congruence relations from the localization of equivariant cohomology rings of general
odd-dimensional real and oriented Grassmannians can be found in [He].
Example 4.17. An action G y M is said to be a cohomogeneity-one action if the quotient space M/G is
one-dimensional. If M/G = S1, then M is a mapping torus of a G-homogeneous space G/H . If M/G is an
interval, then over the open interval (0, 1) we have an open cylinder G/H×(0, 1), and over the two endpoints ±1
we have G/K± such that K±/H are spheres. When rankG = rankH , then such a cohomogeneity-one manifold
will be of odd dimension, and will be GKM in the sense of Definition 4.1. Moreover, it is equivariantly formal
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with respect to the action of the maximal torus T ⊆ G by the results of Goertsches and Mare ([GM14b] pp. 37
Cor 1.3).
For example, we can consider the cohomogeneity-one manifold (G = U(3),K− = K+ = U(2) × U(1), H =
U(1)3), denoted as N7G in pp. 131 of Hoelscher’s classification [Ho10]. Following [GHZ06], under the canonical
T 3-actions, the GKM graph of G/H = Fl(3) has the symmetric group S3 as vertex set, and the GKM graph of
G/K± = CP
2 has {1, 2, 3} as vertex set (Figure 8):
(213)(123)
(132)
(312) (321)
(231)
[α2 − α1]
[α2 − α1]
[α3 − α1]
[α3 − α1]
[α3 − α2]
[α3 − α2]
(a) GKM Graph of F l(3)
3
2 1
[α3 − α2] [α3 − α1]
[α2 − α1]
(b) GKM Graph of CP 2
Figure 8. GKM Graphs of G/H = Fl(3) and G/K± = CP
2
The GKM fibration K±/H → G/H → G/K± is CP
1 = S2 → Fl(3) → CP 2 and helps us understand the
1-skeleton of N7G as follows: those S
2 in the 1-skeleton of Fl(3) that project to a S2 in the 1-skeleton of CP 2
will contribute a S2 × S1 in the 1-skeleton of N7G; those S
2 in the 1-skeleton of Fl(3) that collapse to a point
in CP 2 will contribute a S3 in the 1-skeleton of N7G. Then the 1-skeleton graph of N
7
G can be drawn as:
3
2 1
[α3 − α1][α3 − α2]
[α2 − α1]
[α2 − α1]
[α3 − α1] [α3 − α2]
Figure 9. 1-skeleton Graph of N7G
By Theorem 4.6, every T 3-equivariant cohomology class of N7G is a tuple (f1, g1θ; f2, g2θ; f3, g3θ) where
fi, gi ∈ Q[α1, α2, α3] and satisfy the congruence relations:

f1 ≡ f2 g1 ≡ g2 mod α2 − α1
f2 ≡ f3 g2 ≡ g3 mod α3 − α2
f1 ≡ f3 g1 ≡ g3 mod α3 − α1
g1 ≡ 0 mod α3 − α2
g2 ≡ 0 mod α3 − α1
g3 ≡ 0 mod α2 − α1.
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The last three congruence relations mean that we can write g1 = h1(α3−α2), g2 = h2(α3−α1), g3 = h3(α2−α1)
for h1, h2, h3 ∈ Q[α1, α2, α3]. Plugging the h-expressions of g1, g2 into the first congruence relation, and noting
that α3−α2, α3−α1, α2−α1 are coprime and α3−α2 ≡ α3−α1 mod α2−α1, we then get h1 ≡ h2 mod α2−α1.
Likewise, we can plug g1, g2, g3 into the second and third congruence relations and will see that h1, h2, h3 satisfy
the same congruence relations with f1, f2, f3, which can be shown to be exactly the congruence relations of
CP 2. Therefore the correspondence (f1, g1θ; f2, g2θ; f3, g3θ) 7→ (f1, f2, f3;h1r, h2r, h3r) gives an isomorphism
H∗T 3(N
7
G)
∼= H∗T 3(CP
2)[r]/r2 where r is of degree 3.
Suppose a cohomogeneity-one manifold M with group diagram G ⊇ K± ⊇ H is equivariantly formal, i.e
rankG = rankH , and let T be a maximal torus of H , then Theorem 4.6 can be applied to determine its
equivariant cohomology. In recent joint work [CGHM] with Carlson, Goertsches and Mare, we are able to carry
out a direct algebraic calculation of equivariant cohomology for general cohomogeneity-one actions.
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